However, I participated in two mind-altering workshops in 2011. The first was sponsored by the National Science Foundation, entitled "Science: Becoming the Messenger". This day-long workshop brought into focus for me the utility of using social media to broadcast research results, to inform a broader audience about the impact of the scientific work that we conduct. Subsequently, I did start a blog for our Nebraska Acoustics Group (http://www.nebraskaacousticsgroup.org ), and I created a handle in Twitter for our group as well (@NEAcoustics). I began to regularly post information about our research group to the blog, and I linked it to the Twitter account so that each time a blog was posted, a Twitter feed went out as well.
The second one was the annual Graduate Teaching Assistant Workshop at the University of Nebraska -Lincoln, featuring Dr. Susan Ambrose as the keynote speaker. Dr. Ambrose is the co-author of a book "How Learning Works: 7 Research-Based Principles for Smart Teaching" (2010), and I highly recommend that all educators purchase and review this book! During the workshop, Dr. Ambrose highlighted the 7 principles discussed in this book, and one that struck me in particular was the following: "Students' motivation generates, directs, and sustains what they do to learn". Dr. Ambrose discussed that as educators, we should strive to establish the value of the material covered in our classes. In a brainstorming session, I began to flesh out an idea of how students in my 3 rd year Architectural Engineering course AE 3300 "Building Acoustics Fundamentals" (taught every fall semester to approximately 40 students) could themselves establish the value of the course material, by interacting with each other through their own user-generated content, specifically on the course topic. How could I encourage them to share experiences, about how acoustics in buildings impacts their daily life? Social media seemed like a good fit.
As a first attempt in fall 2011, I created an assignment for AE 3300 in which the students could tweet or blog about building acoustics for extra credit in the class. To make it worth their while, I decided to grant them up to +2 points on their overall course grade. This can be significant, since it can change a student's letter grade from one category (e.g. 89%=B+) to the next (91%=A-). Because tweets are short, these were credited with +0.1 points each, as long as the students used the hashtag #AE3300 and tweeted about an appropriate topic to the course. Since not all students have a Twitter account, there was an alternative option where students could submit blogs to the course webpage (run under Blackboard at the University of Nebraska). Because blogs are not limited in terms of number of characters (and because I hoped that students would write more in a blog), they were credited as +0.25 points each. Two blog folders were created within the Blackboard course webpage: one on 'Acoustic Listening Journals' for students to discuss their listening experiences at assorted performing arts facilities, and the other on 'Acoustics Hot Topics' for students to share recent news about acoustics found on-line or elsewhere.
At the beginning of class every week or so, I would review either the Twitter feed and/or the blogs and discuss them briefly for about 5-10 minutes. I would remind the students about this extra credit opportunity at almost every class, and encourage them to follow the feed/blogs on their own.
At this point I can only provide qualitative discussions of the outcomes I've experienced over one full semester (Fall 2011) and a half semester currently (Fall 2012), but I have been very pleased with this endeavor. I believe that this use of social media in class has enhanced student learning by highlighting the value of the course material. I don't know that I can ever provide statistically significant analyses of the effects based on grades, but it is apparent in the mood of the students. They do seem to be more engaged with the material, because they are thinking about it outside of class in their daily experiences. By reviewing their posts in class, they see how other students in the course are internalizing the course material and learn from the applications that other students have shared.
I also believe I've received valuable feedback on how students are understanding the course material, because every now and then, a post indicates how a student does not correctly apply a concept that we've covered. And having this social media channel allows the students an outlet for their thoughts. Class is not simply a one-way conversation (teacher to students), but now students are voicing their own thoughts on the course material, and those thoughts are available to me and to other students.
Another perk that I have enjoyed from this effort is that there are many more persons keeping an eye out for acoustic hot topics. I certainly cannot spend more of my personal time surfing the web to find cool acoustics stuff, but now a large number students are doing so as well, so I learn about links and resources that I didn't know about previously! Included here are some sample tweets from the class, regarding acoustic fundamentals, practical applications, other finds related to acoustics, and Husker football (because we are at the University of Nebraska, after all). Wisconsin QB Joel Stave said "that is the loudest crowd I have ever played in front of." #AE3300 #Huskers #GBR #BoKnows To see the current Twitter feed for this class, log in to Twitter at https://twitter.com , then search for the hashtag "#AE3300". That typically pulls up a list of the 'top' tweets for this category; then click on 'all' to be able to view all tweets that have been submitted with this hashtag.
To see the blogs for this class, please contact me and I will be happy to give you permission to view the class webpage at https://blackboard.unomaha.edu as an 'observer'.
Next I'd like to share a few notes with regards to implementation. First is that I feel compelled to check the Twitter feed every week, because only the tweets from the past week will appear when searching for tweets under a hashtag. Consequently, during the course, I regularly check Twitter and update the students' tweet/blog scores on the Blackboard gradebook every week, which takes approximately 10 minutes.
As mentioned earlier, since some students do not wish to have or use Twitter, the extra credit assignment does offer blogging to the course Blackboard webpage as an alternative. On the first homework assignment of the semester, I require all students in the course to submit a blog to the course webpage. Thus, I am assured that they all know where to submit such blogs, and that they all know how to do it.
I've also found that some Twitter users prefer to have 'private' Twitter accounts that are not open and available to the general public. In that case, their tweets will not appear on the Twitter search under a hashtag. My procedure has been to individually 'friend' them, review all of their tweets through viewing their personal account, and then 'favorite' the ones they mean for class (with the #ae3300 hashtag) so that I can easily pull up their tweets from my Twitter page when I review them in class.
Some other issues that I'm still working through are whether or not tweets in class should be permitted. I do not have a statement in my syllabus, indicating that students should not use smartphones/laptops/etc. during class. So I do sometimes have students who will tweet in class, about class material. For now, I think this is a positive occurrence. For example, during Prof. Michael Vorländer's recent guest lecture, a student tweeted "Excellent death star reference", when Prof. Vorländer referred to a spherical arrangement of loudspeakers as looking like the death star in Star Wars.
The other worry is if tweets contain inappropriate or wrong content. Up to now, that has not been a major concern, but I cannot delete such tweets, if this ever did come up in a significant way. One example is a tweet in which students revealed that they found a youtube video of my colleague singing in his bathroom. It's rather embarrassing -but good for all of us educators to know that the students are probably searching for random on-line things about us! I typically allow students to submit tweets/blogs for extra credit up until the last day of final exams at 5 PM. I do find that some students will submit a rash of tweets/blogs during those last few days. These are really not helpful to the class, since I'm not able to review them with the entire class. Next year, I am considering setting the due date to be the last day of class instead.
In Fall 2011, 64% of the students in my class participated, submitting 241 tweets and 41 blog entries. 20% of the students in the class received the full +2 extra credit points.
And a final note … it may be that a better hashtag should be selected. Every now and then, my Twitter search will pull up tweets on the Audio-Technica AE3300 cardioid condenser handheld microphone!
